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Pollinators need you to
ensure their survival.
Kay Maguire shows
how you can give them
everything they need,
in the smallest of spaces

FIND MORE PLANTS to bring
pollinators to your patch at
gardenersworld.com/plants-wildlife
March 2018

Our pollinating insects are
struggling. Creatures such as bees,
moths, butterflies, lacewings and
hoverflies are vital for helping our
flowers to set seed, fruit and
reproduce. Two of the biggest factors
in their decline are that there isn’t
enough food for them and there are
few suitable places to nest.
So why not help out by
devoting a spot in your
garden just to them? You
don’t need lots of space.
Even just a small patch in
a tiny garden can make a huge
difference – the key is to choose the
right plants. Go for those with
nectar-rich, single flowers rather
than blousy double blooms,
which are harder for
pollinators to get into and
may not contain any nectar
or pollen. Aim for a broad
range of plants that flower
early and late in the season, so you
provide nectar and pollen for as long
as possible – both native and nonnative plants can provide food.
Over the next two issues I’ll
show you how to create a banquet
for pollinators in just one single
square metre bed, beginning this
month with how you can make a
difference right now!
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Plant for early pollinators
The plants in full colour, and listed below, flower over the next few months for
an early supply of pollen and nectar. The remainder (not in full colour) give a
supply for the remainder of the year and will be covered in detail next month
N

Early-flowering pollinator plants
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Wallflower Erysimum
‘Bowles’s Mauve’
A tall bushy plant, so grow just
one at the back of the patch.
In flower Feb-Jul or later
H x S 75cm x 60cm

Crocus Crocus ‘Pickwick’
Plant 18 artfully through the
patch as flowering plants
now or as bulbs in autumn.
In flower Feb-Mar
H x S 15cm x 10cm

Hellebore Helleborus
x hybridus
Just one of these will produce
enough blooms to catch the eye.
In flower Feb-April
H x S 30cm x 45cm

Primrose Primula vulgaris
Seven plug plants were
scattered around the front
and middle of the bed.
In flower Mar-May
H x S 20cm x 35cm

Bugle Ajuga reptans
‘Atropurpurea’
Site this great groundcover
plant at a front corner.
In flower Apr-Jun
H x S 15cm x 1m

Clematis Clematis
cirrhosa ‘Freckles’
Plant one at the base
of the obelisk.
In flower Dec-Feb
H x S 4m x 1.5m
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WALLFLOWER

PRIMROSE

Flowering almost
constantly, Erysimum
‘Bowles’s Mauve’ is
one of the best
pollinator plants you
can buy. It provides a
long nectar season for
moths, butterflies and
lots of bee species.
Plants spread to over
50cm wide, so you just
need one and it will
flower from February
to the end of summer.

These woodland plants
are pollinated by bees,
butterflies and other
long-tongued insects
including the bee fly.
Plug plants are
available now and
cheaper than mature
plants. They are lowgrowing, so plant
them around the edge
of your patch for a
ribbon of yellow from
March until May.

CROCUS

BUGLE

All spring-flowering
crocus provide early
nectar for bees
emerging from
hibernation on warm
spring days. They are in
flower now, so either
buy them as potted
flowering plants and
plant straight away, or
wait until September
and plant them as
bulbs to flower this
time next year.

The pretty purple spires
of this spreading,
ground-cover plant are
a great nectar source
for pollinators in spring
and early summer,
and are particularly
popular with bees
and butterflies. Buy
three small plants,
such as Ajuga reptans
‘Atropurpurea’, to fill
a corner at the front
of your patch.

HELLEBORE

CLEMATIS

All hellebores are an
important nectar
source for bumblebees
and other pollinators
when they come out
of hibernation and are
in need of an instant
energy boost.
Blooming from midwinter to mid-spring,
they are widely
available in garden
centres now, in flower
and ready for planting.

Make as much use of
your small space as you
can by exploiting the
vertical areas too. There
are lots of pollinatorfriendly climbers to
choose from, including
Clematis cirrhosa
‘Freckles’, which flowers
in winter and is a great
source of early pollen.
I’ve trained it up a metal
obelisk, but it’d be fine
against a sunny wall too.
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Create perfect pollinator conditions
Here are some simple steps you can take to get your pollinator patch off to the best
possible start. Plus how to grow plants to produce an abundance of pollen and nectar

WHERE TO PUT
YOUR PATCH

GIVE BEES A
PLACE TO NEST

To attract as many pollinators
as you can, try to site your
pollinator patch in a sheltered
spot, as buffeting winds will
make it a battle for insects to
reach your plants. Choose a
sunny spot – the heat of the
sun will help you get as many
flowers as possible, and keep
your pollinators energised and
buzzing round your plot. Plus,
solitary bees like a warm
place for their nests.

Solitary bees make nests
and lay eggs in small holes and
tunnels rather than living in
communal hives. Adding a bee
box, whether homemade or
shop-bought, is a great way
to give them a home, and on
sunny days you will see them
flying to and from your box.
Place it in a sunny spot, among
your plants on the ground,
facing south, or hang it on
a sunny wall or fence.

Step by step Sow flowers for summer nectar
Plants with simple flowers, such as cosmos, are a great source of pollen and nectar all through summer and autumn. And they’re
easy to grow from seed. You’ll find free cosmos seeds in your April issue, plus discover how to use them in your pollinator patch.

2

In March or April, fill small pots to the top with
seed-sowing or sieved multi-purpose compost
and then level off with a pencil or stick.

4

Cosmos seeds are long, thin and easy to
hold, so just scatter them thinly across
the surface of the compost.

5

Use a can with a fine rose to water them in.
Place in a greenhouse or on a warm, bright
windowsill indoors. Keep compost just moist.

When the first true leaves show, use a pencil to
prick out each new seedling, holding it by the
leaves and planting out into individual pots.

3
Use your hands to sprinkle compost carefully
over the top of the seeds so they are covered
to a depth of about 3mm. Label your pots.

6
Grow on indoors until after the last frosts
(in May or June), when you can plant them
out into your patch.

NEXT MONTH How to ensure your patch provides pollen and nectar all year round
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